How top executives successfully
drive transformational change while
balancing day-to-day operations.

The Executive Transformation
Mindset: Changing Tires on a
Moving Car

By Scott Fitzgerald and Fletcher McCombie
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ransformation success stats are abysmal. The CHAOS report has
reported on technology project success rates for 30 years and has
never reported a project success rate over 50 percent. This means the
odds of technology success are, and have been for decades, worse than flipping a
coin. The stress of big change is difficult, and market demands are complicated.
The translation for today’s top executives: Transformation is hard.
Transformation is especially hard for leaders who are working toward
new goals while also managing the stress of existing day-to-day operations,
which often require hitting key performance indicators (KPIs), managing the
churn of employees through the Great Resignation, and implementing major
initiatives in the name of continuous improvement.
We’ve had the privilege of partnering with many executives on various
consulting projects who are excellent at managing this delicate balance. We call
them “drivers” because they lead their teams to the finish line on both transformational and operational needs. And we describe their journey as “changing
tires on a moving car” because, well, that’s what it feels like. These skilled
leaders create incredible change but never stop along the way.
We also discovered that their transformations were most successful when each
driver executive followed a similar roadmap that included the same six steps:
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Whether you’re new to transformation or an experienced practitioner, every
transformation leader can pick up these six steps. Take them in order and
integrate them into your approach to achieve transformation success.
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Start Your Engine

Select Your Destination

BUILD A
TRANSFORMATION
MANAGEMENT
OFFICE

ESTABLISH A
TRANSFORMATION
NORTH STAR

Getting a transformation into gear requires dedica-

After implementing a strong execution structure

tion and focus, but effort alone won’t create results.

through a TMO, it’s critical to ensure the transforma-

The driver executive should start by establishing

tion is headed in the right direction. Much as there is

a Transformation Management Office (TMO) that

an organizational North Star, a transformation needs

has accountability for setting near- and long-term

one as well.

targets and providing direction on priorities and
investments.

WH Y IT MAT TERS:
A Transformation North Star is about thinking big and

WH Y IT MAT TERS:

then slowly dialing it back to match reality. The North

Transformation strategy becomes a transformation

Star must be ambitious enough to mobilize and excite

reality only when an executive team is accountable

your team but realistic enough to not create disappoint-

for transformation priorities. The TMO consists of a

ment by being out of reach. Setting your North Star

small group of action-oriented leaders who are change

involves understanding the difference between a false

agents and understand that transformation is critical

promise that demoralizes and a big hairy audacious

to organizational success. This “ride or die” mentality

goal (BHAG) that creates a huge organizational win.

is required to relentlessly drive change through the
entire process — from the vision to the multiyear
roadmap to the front-line change necessary to truly
create transformation.

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:
If you’re midtransformation, then you’ll want to use
every initiative, user pain point, and goal/KPI that your
team has outlined to build a cohesive North Star. If

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:

you’re just starting, however, focus on building a busi-

Build your TMO by including top-level executives who

ness case that clearly articulates your customer and

can drive complex decision-making. Don’t apologize

employee values. In both cases, your Transformation

for excluding leaders who can’t support the trans-

North Star builds on existing values, but with an

formation causes. Establish a single TMO leader who

understanding that you are creating a new normal for

can maintain the roadmap and ensure critical items

the organization. Revenue increase and cost reduction

are both identified and resolved with a set cadence.

are great, but don’t forget that the North Star must

The TMO leader’s mantra is “Have a bias for action,”

be visceral for the customer and employee. Focus on

and that bias for action needs to be actively taught

experiences that are “frictionless,” straightforward,

and coached. Creating a step-change doesn’t happen

and integrated.

overnight, and it doesn’t happen if you aren’t willing to
take big steps forward.
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OVER THE PAST
30 YEARS, MOST
TECHNOLOGY
PROJECTS HAVE
FALLEN FL AT, WITH
A SUCCESS RATE
BELOW 50 PERCENT.
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4

Set the GPS

Load the Passengers

CREATE AN
EFFICIENT
TRANSFORMATION
ROADMAP

LEAD WITH
CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Our driver executive understands the blend of people,

Regardless of how much is happening at once,

processes, and technology that are necessary to make

the driver executive needs to be able to manage

a transformation successful. And they should use this

stakeholders both inside and outside the car.

knowledge to create a roadmap that incorporates the

And while the usual passengers are employees and

key areas of the organization: finance, marketing,

customers, some of the most easily forgotten key

operations, supply chain, technology, and other func-

external stakeholders are suppliers and vendors.

tions. By adopting an inclusive attitude, the executive

They also need to know about the change and be

creates a shortcut to understanding complex overlaps

driven successfully to the destination.

that are both transformational for the new business
and operational for the existing business.

WH Y IT MAT TERS:
Change management for a transformation means first

WH Y IT MAT TERS:

understanding the “What’s in it for me (WIIFM)?”

In creating significant change, teams can easily disrupt

views of your inside-the-car employees. From there,

customers and operations. If they’re not careful, each

get inside the heads of your customers, suppliers, and

disruption can build on top of the other and create a

vendors — those who are not in on the details of the

significant negative impact. Therefore, the roadmap

change but will be impacted significantly and could

needs to carefully consider people and technology

walk away if their expectations aren’t met. Creating a

implementation efficiencies, including change burnout

customer journey map and documenting pain points is

and steppingstones for technology improvements.

a minimum requirement to enable this understanding.

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:

Set expectations for the business on day one by pub-

You’re inside the car, already thinking about adoption

lishing the transformation roadmap. Ensure timelines

and usage combined with new ways of working. Set

are calibrated to the months or quarters when disrup-

clear expectations for what adoption looks like (i.e.,

tions will be few and the business minimally impacted.

it gets worse before it gets better), what usage looks

Change impacts on the organization should be evalu-

like (WIIFM), and what new ways of working look like

ated in terms of how much disruption can be absorbed

in practice — and not just “care about the customer,”

right now, while executives should consider technology

but “create raving online fans who leave us five-star

impacts in terms of steps taken to migrate to a target

reviews.” The transformations that differentiate

end-state platform. Careful consideration must also

themselves find adoring fans at every internal level

be given to choosing or updating software platforms,

of the organization and in diverse areas externally.

system architecture, and data lakes along with their

Publish those case studies to promote both quick and

respective integrations. The goal is to minimize time,

ongoing wins.

cost, and rework by building the transformation as
efficiently as possible.
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5

6

Fill the Tank

Check Your Dash

FOCUS ON RISKS
AND RETURNS

DRIVE RESULTS WITH
TRANSFORMATION
KPIs

Transformation can involve a significant multiyear

Our driver executive wants to know how far the trans-

investment and require commitment from the C-suite

formation has come, where it is going, and what key

and Board. Unfortunately, we often see business

adjustments still need to be made. When reporting

cases developed as “shelf ware” — they are created,

these results, your transformation car must not fea-

approved, and then neatly filed away on the shelf,

ture single climate-control settings, where one group

never to be revisited. The driver executive knows

is comfortable while another is feeling miserable. For

better and manages this with early planning for ROI.

transformation, we’re all in the car together. We need
measures that are both individualized and rolled up to

WH Y IT MAT TERS:

provide transparency across the enterprise.

While we already discussed change burnout, which is
especially important during the peak of the business

WH Y IT MAT TERS:

cycle, financial risks are as critical. If your engine

When it comes to transformation, the curves in the

overheats halfway through the transformation,

road necessitate a steady hand on the wheel. The driver

not only is the business worse off, but significant

executive can’t be on autopilot or cruise control. A

change hesitancy can also set in with credibility risk.

transformation of the scale we are talking about has

Change management talks a lot about quick wins, but

millions of dollars on the line, and managing return

those quick wins need to continue for the transforma-

on investment is an active effort. Without dashboard

tion’s duration.

indicators, transparency loss combines with accountability loss, and the transformation becomes much more

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:
It’s not enough to define the finish line. The trans-

difficult to manage. KPIs aren’t just a transformation
goal, they’re the hard metrics leaders are incented to hit.

formation should define hard and soft benefits that
will be delivered and actively managed along the way.

GE T IN THE FAST L ANE:

Financial metrics that are clear and simple to measure

Don’t keep secrets. Set a policy that the transformation

should be reported and reviewed quarterly by the

is open and public with only a few exceptions, such as

TMO, and adjustments should be swift. Similarly, if

selective costs of vendors and employees. Now go back to

softer benefits that center on employee or customer

the North Star, business case, and financial management

sentiment are lagging, then prompt action should

to ensure that goals cascade down to front-line teams.

also be taken. Quarterly results are key to staying on

If you have a member of the transformation who doesn’t

track — you simply can’t manage risk effectively if

understand how their current team can measurably

you wait six to 12 months. When change and financial

improve your efforts, then go back to the drawing board

management come together to report positive results,

and make sure your KPIs cascade down to them. And

it feels like you filled the gas tank with fuel.

finally, as major initiatives are launched, the TMO needs
to monitor benefits realization to ensure each initiative
delivers on the promised return on investment.

TR ANSFORMATION SUCCESS
We know, transformation is hard. So, when we undergo

Scott Fitzgerald

significant change, we cannot be asleep at the wheel,

scott.fitzgerald@jabian.com

and we cannot put on autopilot. Instead, focus on these
executive success factors to make transformation leader-

Fletcher McCombie

ship a reality.

fletcher.mccombie@jabian.com
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